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Country NameDenmark

Dive into Denmark with its array of art, culture, history and charming 
surroundings. The Danish capital offers world class Nordic cuisine, über cool 

cycle-chic style, trendy boutiques and world class meeting facilities.
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Day 1
Copenhagen City
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Day 1

o Do it like the Danes

Copenhagen has been chosen to be the first Bike City in the world. With 36 percent of all 
Copenhageners cycling to work, school, university etc., and the popular “free token bikes”, the title fits the city
perfectly. Your guests will don helmets and set off directly from your chosen hotel to experience how
Copenhageners get around their city.

This tour includes Copenhagen’s popular landmarks as well as some less well known but equally impressive
gems which Ovation has uncovered. Danish pastries at a local eatery will be the first stop.

o Evening

Guests kick off  their evening with a beer tasting experience overlooking the docklands followed by a barbeque
courtesy of our internationally-recognised BBQ team.
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Day 2
Copenhagen City
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Day 2

o Design is all around

The canals  and waterways which wind through Copenhagen date back to the 17th century but are relied upon
for transport as much now as they were back then. This morning’s tour takes guests through the harbour and the
idyllic canals of Copenhagen where beautiful churches, castles, picturesque old houses as well as new architectural
buildings are situated.

o Afternoon

After a short lunch guests continue to explore the world of Danish design. Copenhagen’s porcelain, glassware and 
silvery are  renowned for their design, with this in mind we have created a trail to include the best flagship stores
coupled with quaint little stores. Guests can even paint their very own porcelain pieces to take home.

o Evening

To finish the day, guests will taste typically Nordic cuisine at one of Copenhagen’s top culinary hotspots.
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Day 3
Copenhagen City
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Day 3

Tivoli Gardens is one of the oldest amusement parks of the world and the park consequently exudes tradition
and history. The fairy tale garden and  multitude of vibrant venues offer excellent options for group activities. A
farewell lunch  is served in one of the park’s restaurants before guests head for the airport.
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171 Strandvejen, 2900

Copenhagen, Denmark

Ovationdmc.com/country/denmark
Phone: +45.70.222.130

Thank

you!


